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INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper all Riesz spaces under consideration areassumed to be 
Archimedean. The paper is divided into two parts in each of which we discuss 
a completeness property. For unexplained terminology we refer to the books 
[1], [7] and [11]. Most of what follows is derived from the author's thesis at 
the University of Nijmegen ([2], 1983). The author takes this opportunity to 
express his thanks to Professor A.C.M. van Rooij to whom he owes much of 
his knowledge about Riesz spaces. 
I. DISJOINT SEQUENCES AND THE ~r-INTERPOLATION PROPERTY 
We recall several definitions. The Riesz space E is called boundedly (a-) 
laterally complete if each (countable) order bounded isjoint subset of E ÷ has 
a supremum. The space E is called order complete if, whenever (fn : n = 1,2 .... ) 
and (gn" n = 1,2 .... ) are sequences in E such that fn<g m for all m, n and such 
that inf (gn-fn) = 0, there exists h e E such that fn <- h <. gn for all n. Finally, E 
is said to be disjoint order complete if for every disjoint sequence (fn) in E ÷ 
for which fn--,0 in order, the element sup f~ exists. The following theorem is 
due to A.I. Veksler and V.A. Geiler ([10], 1972, Theorems 4 and 8; see also [1], 
Theorem 23.4, where the case of lateral completeness is discussed; by modifying 
the proof somewhat, the bounded lateral case follows). 
* Part of this paper was written while the author was supported by Z.W.O. 
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THEOREM A. Let E be a Riesz space. 
(i) I f  E is boundedly (a-) laterally complete, then E has the (principal) 
projection property. 
(ii) E is (a-) Dedekind complete if and only if E is boundedly (a-) laterally 
complete and uniformly complete. 
For the proof of (ii) it is still of importance to observe that (a-) Dedekind 
completeness is equivalent to the (principal) projection property together with 
uniform completeness ( ee [7], Theorems 42.5 and 42.6). The next theorem 
is an easy consequence of results due to F.K. Dashiell Jr. ([3], 1981, 
Theorem 1.5). 
THEOREM B. The Riesz space E is order complete if and only if E is disjoint 
order complete and uniformly complete. 
Another notion we shall need is the a-interpolation property. By definition, 
the Riesz space E has the a-interpolationproperty if, whenever (fn: n = 1,2 .... ) 
and (an:n= 1,2 .... ) are sequences in E such that fn<_gm for all n, m there 
exists h~E such that fn<-h<_-g n for all n. This property arose in a measure 
theoretic paper by G.L. Seever ([8], 1968). It is not difficult to prove that the 
following implications hold: 
Dedekind a-complete = a-interpolation property = 
= order complete = uniformly complete 
([6], Theorem 9.10 and [11], p. 696). The a-interpolation property has been 
used by the present author while investigating extension properties of Riesz 
homomorphisms in his thesis ([2]). In Theorem 5 we shall give a charac- 
terization of the a-interpolation property with the aid of disjoint sequences. For 
this purpose we present the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. The Riesz space E is called an A-space (trA-space) if for every 
disjoint set (sequence) {f~} in E + which is order bounded there exists an 
element geE  + such that g - f~ 3_fa for all ~. 
To the author's knowledge this concept has not been introduced before in the 
literature. The reader can get a good impression of its meaning by proving for 
example that C(X) is not a aA-space if X= [0, 1] with the usual topology. Here, 
and in what follows, C(X) is the space of all real continuous functions on the 
topological space X. From the above definitions it follows immediately that 
every boundedly laterally complete Riesz space is an A-space and every 
boundedly a-laterally complete Riesz space is a aA-space. Further examples are 
to be found among certain types of spaces of continuous functions. We recall 
the definition and some properties of an F-space (see 14N4 and 14.25 in the 
book [4] on rings of continuous functions). To understand the definition, it is 
necessary to know that two subsets X~ and X 2 of the topological space X are 
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said to be completely separated if there exists a function fe  C(X) such that 
0_<f(x)_<l for all x~X,  f (x )=0 for all xeX1 and f (x )= l  for all x~X2. 
Furthermore, the subset Y of X is called a cozero-set if there exists a function 
f e C(X) such that Y = (x: f(x) --# 0). 
DEFINITION 2. The completely regular topological space X is called an 
F-space if any two disjoint cozero-sets in X are completely separated. 
It is easily seen that X is an F-space if and only if, for each f~ CO(), the 
sets (x:f(x)>O) and (x:f(x)<O) are completely separated. This statement, 
however, is equivalent to saying that there exists a function k ~ C(X) such that 
k(x) = 1 on (x:f(x)>O) and k(x)= - 1 on (x:f(x)<O), i.e., equivalent to saying 
that f=k] f ] .  Hence, it is only the equivalence between (i) and (ii) in the 
following theorem which is somewhat more difficult to prove. 
THEOREM 3. For a completely regular space X, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) X is an F-space. 
(ii) Every cozero-set X 1 in X is C*-embedded (i.e., any bounded continuous 
function on X1 can be extended to a bounded continuous function on the 
whole of X). 
(iii) For each f ¢ C(X) there exists a function k6  C(X) such that f=k]f] .  
From the equivalence of (i) and (ii) it can be proved rather easily that for any 
compact F-space X, the corresponding C(X) is a aA-space. We indicate the 
proof. Let ( f , ' :n= 1,2 .... ) be a disjoint order bounded sequence in C(X) +. 
We may assume that O<-f,'<-fo~ C(X) for all n with f0(x)_< 1 for all x~X and 
we have to show the existence of a function u s C(X) such that v -f," .1_ f," for 
all n. Let w(x)= ~ 2-,'f,'(x). Then w~C(X) by uniform convergence. We 
denote the cozero-set of w by XI. Let v(x)= ~ f,'(x). Then v ~ C(X1), because 
for any xoEX 1 there exists a unique fn0 such that W(Xo)=2-,'of,'o(Xo)~:O and 
hence, since v = 2n°w holds in a neighbourhood of x0, the function ~ is con- 
tinuous at x0. Since X is an F-space, the function o may be extended as a 
bounded continuous function from X~ to X. Call the extended function g. We 
prove that g- f , ,  ± fn for all n. I f  xEX~, say f,'0(x):~0, then 
(g-f , 'o)(X) = o(x) -f,'o(X) = X f . (x )  = o. 
I f  x belongs to the set X \ X~, then fn(x ) = 0 for all n. In both cases, therefore, 
g - f , "  ± f," for all n. 
In the paper ([8], 1968) by G.L. Seever which was mentioned earlier it is 
proved that the space of all (real) continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff  
space X has the a-interpolation property if and only if X is an F-space. In ([6], 
1980, Theorem 10.5) it is shown that the same holds if X is  a completely regular 
space. 
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We shall prove now first that in the definition of a o.A-space it is not 
necessary to restrict ourselves to positive disjoint elements. 
LEMMA 4. The following conditions for the Riesz space E are quivalent. 
(i) E is a eA-space. 
(ii) For any disjoint order bounded sequence (fn : n = 1, 2 .... ) in E there exists 
an element g ~ E such that g - fn ± fn for all n. 
PROOF. It is evident hat (ii) implies (i). For the converse, assume that E is a 
o-A-space and (fn:n = 1,2, ...) is a disjoint order bounded sequence in E. Let 
A =(2 f  + +fn - :n= 1,2,...), B=( f  + +2fn - :n= 1,2 .... ). 
Then A is a disjoint sequence in E ÷, and so is B. Therefore, there exist 
gl,g2eE ÷ such that g~-h  ± h for all heA and g2-h ± h for all heB.  The 
element g = gl -g2 satisfies g-fn .L fn for all n. 
THEOREM 5. The following conditions for the Riesz space E are equivalent. 
(i) E is a uniformly complete o.A-space. 
(ii) E has the a-interpolation property. 
PROOF. (ii)=(i) Assume that E has the a-interpolation property. Then, as 
observed earlier, E is uniformly complete. Furthermore, it is easily seen from 
the definition that every principal ideal in E has the o.-interpolation property. 
Let A be a principal ideal in E. As well-known, since A is now uniformly 
complete, A is isomorphic to cO() for some compact Hausdorff  space X. In 
our case, therefore, C(X) has the o.-interpolation property. By one of our 
earlier emarks, this implies that Xis  an F-space. As also observed (and proved) 
already, C(X) is then a aA-space, i.e. the principal ideal A in E is a aA-space. 
This holds for every principal ideal A. Hence, E itself is a cA-space. 
Conversely, assume that E is a uniformly complete A-space. To prove that 
E has the o.-interpolation property, it is sufficient o prove that every principal 
ideal in E has the a-interpolation property. Let A be a principal ideal. The ideal 
A is a uniformly complete cA-space. In view of the uniform completeness we 
may assume that A = C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X. Hence, by 
Seever's result mentioned earlier it is sufficient o show that X is an F-space. 
By Theorem 3 this is equivalent to showing that for any f~  C(X) there exists 
a function k~C(X)  such that f=k l f  I. Therefore, let feC(X)  be given. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ]f(x)l-< 1 for all xeX.  For 
n = 1,2 . . . . .  let an be a continuous function on [ -  1, 1] such that O<an(t)<- 1 
for all te l - I ,1 ] ,  an(t)=l on [ (4n+3)-1 , (4n+l)  - ] and an(t)=O outside 
[(4n + 4)-1, (4n)-l]. We also define the continuous function a0 on [ -  1, 1] such 
that 0_<a0(t)_<l for all te [ -1 ,1 ] ,  and furthermore a0(t)=l  on [{,1] and 
a0(t)=0 for t_<¼. 
The functions an (n=0,  1,2, ...) are defined on [ -1 ,  1] by a~, ( t )=-an( - t )  
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for all te [ -1 ,1 ] .  Note that (an:n=0,1 ,2  .... ) and (a~:n=0,1,2 , . . . )  are 
disjoint sequences in C( [ -1 ,  1]). 
We now define another disjoint sequence (bn:n=O, 1,2,.. .) in C( [ -1 ,  1]) 
which is found by performing a kind of translation with respect o n on the 
sequence (an : n = 0, 1,2,... ). Precisely, we have for all n = 1,2 .... ,0_< bn(t) <- 1 
for all te l -  1,1], bn(t)= 1 on [(4n+ 1)-1,(4n - 1)-11 and bn(t)=O outside 
[ (4n+2) - l , (4n -2) - l ] .  Furthermore, we define b0(t)=0 for all te l - I ,1 ] .  
Exactly as for a~, we define b,~ on [ -1 ,  1] by b;,(t) = -bn( - t )  for t~ [ -1 ,  1]. 
Note that (bn : n = 0, 1,2 .... ) and (b~ : n = 0, 1,2 .... ) are disjoint sequences in 
C[ -  1, 1]. 
For n = 0, 1,2 .... we define fn = (an + an) of, f~ = (a n + b'n) of, gn = (bn + an) of  
andg'n=(bn+b~)of. As (fn:n =0, 1,2 .... ), (J,~: n = 0, 1,2 .... ), (gn:n=O, 1,2, ...) 
and (g~:n=0, 1,2 .... ) are disjoint sequences in C(X), we can find F, F', G and 
G' in the order interval [ -1  x, 1 x] of C(X) with the properties F- fn  3_ fn, 
F ' - f~  3_ f~, G-gn  3- gn and G ' -g~ ± g~ for all n = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  It follows that 
f=  ((FA F')V (GA G' ) ) l f  I. 
Recall that for any arbitrary non-empty subset A of the Riesz space E the 
disjoint complement A d of A is the set of all geE satisfying 3_ f fo r  a l l f~A 
(i.e., [g] A If] = 0 for all fe  A). In particular, if A consists of one element f ,  the 
disjoint complement is denoted by {f} d. The following definition expresses a 
certain property of a Riesz space in terms of disjoint complements (the corre- 
sponding definition for distributive lattices goes back to work of A.A. Monteiro 
in the midfifties). 
DEFINITION 6. The Riesz space E is said to be normal if E is the algebraic sum 
of  {f+}d and {y-}d for every feE .  
Combining Theorems 9.12 and 9.14 in [6] (or, alternatively, combining 
Exercises 146.8 and 146.10 in [11]), we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. The Riesz space E has the a-interpolation property if and only 
if E is uniformly complete and normal. 
As a result of Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 8. I f  E is a uniformly complete Riesz space, then E is normal if 
and only if E is a aA-space. 
The next theorem contains a list showing how aA-spaces fit into a larger 
scheme of completeness properties and projection properties. 
THEOREM 9. In any Riesz space E the following implications (with obvious 
notational abbreviations) hold, where ~ * denotes that the implication is true 
if and only if E is uniformly complete and ~ ** denotes that the implication 
is true if E is uniformly complete. 
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l Ded. compl. = ~ Ded. a-compl. = l a-int, prop. 
Proj. prop. = Princ. proj. prop. = normal 
n n ~ ** 
Bound. lat. compl. = Bound. a-lat, compl. = trA-space 
No implication in the converse direction holds. 
PROOF. We first refer to Theorem 25.1 in the book [7], where it is shown that 
Dedekind completeness implies Dedekind a-completeness a well as the pro- 
j ection property and that each of these implies the principal projection property 
(with no implication in the converse direction). Furthermore, in Theorems 42.5 
and 42.6 of [7] it is shown that the Riesz space E is Dedekind (a-) complete if 
and only if E is uniformly complete and has the (principal) projection property. 
Combining this with the present Theorem A, Theorem 7 and Corollary 8 we 
obtain all implications. For the proof that there are no implications in the 
converse direction, we indicate some examples. 
(i) A normal Riesz space which is not a aA-space. Let X= {1,2 . . . . .  oo} and 
let E be the Riesz space of all real functions on X such that f (x )~f (~)  holds 
for at most finitely many x E X. It is easily seen that E has the principal pro- 
jection property (see Example (iv) in Theorem 25.1 of [7]), and so E is normal. 
Now define for n= 1,3,5 .... the function fn byfn(x) = 1 for x=n andfn(x) =0 
for all other x e X. Also define for n = 2, 4, 6 .... the function f~ byf,(x)= 2 for 
x = n and f,(x)= 0 for all other x e X. It is evident hat there does not exist any 
g e E such that g - f~ _1_ f~ for all n. 
(ii) A normal Riesz space without the principal projection property. We 
present two examples. For the first example, let X be an uncountable point set 
and E the Riesz space, with pointwise ordering, of all real functions on X for 
which there exists a real number f (~)  such that, for any e>0,  we have 
If(x)-f(oo)l >_e for at most finitely many x. In Example (v) of [7], Theorem 
25.1, it is shown that E does not have the principal projection property. Taking 
into consideration that f (x)~f(oo)  holds for at most countably many x, it is not 
difficult to see that E is normal. For the second example, consider the set 
X=fl~ ÷-~+,  where fllt~ + is the Stone-(~ech compactification of ~+. Ac- 
cording to [4], 14.27, the set X is a compact connected F-space. Hence, by one 
of our earlier remarks, C(X) is a aA-space. Since CO() is uniformly complete, 
CO() is also normal. On the other hand, since X is connected, C(X) does not 
have any non-trivial projection bands (see also [6]). 
CONJECTURE 10. Every aA-space is normal. 
We finally note the following connection between aA-spaces and boundedly 
a-laterally complete spaces. 
THEOREM 11. For any Riesz space E the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) E is a aA-space and every countably generated band is a projection band. 
(ii) E is boundedly a-laterally complete. 
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PROOF. (i)= (ii) Assume that E is a aA-space and every countably generated 
band is a projection band. For the proof that E is boundedly a-laterally 
complete, let (f,, : n = 1,2 .... ) be an order bounded isjoint sequence in E ÷ and 
let B be the band generated by the sequence. By assumption there exists a 
projection P:E - ,B .  Because E is a aA-space, there exists an element g ~ E such 
that g- f , ,  ± f,, for all n. We shall prove that Pg= sup~f,,, which will then 
imply the desired result. For this purpose, define v,,= ~=~ fk. Clearly 
(o,, :n = 1,2 .... ) is an increasing sequence and the band generated by the set of 
all o,, is B. According to [7], Theorem 28.3, the projection Pg is given by 
Pg=sup (gAnon:n = 1,2 .... ). 
Now, we have 
gAno,, =gA(nf  1 V ... Vnfn ) = (gAnf l )v  ... V(gAnf,),  
and, for n> 1, 
gAnfk=fk + {(g--fk)A( n -- 1)fk} =fk- 
Hence, gAno,, =f lv  ... x/f,, = o,,. Then 
Pg = supn (g A nv,,) =sup o,1 =sup f,,. 
(ii) = (i) Assume that E is boundedly a-laterally complete. Then E is a aA- 
space and E has the principal projection property (see the list in Theorem 9). 
Hence, every finitely generated band is a projection band. It remains to prove 
that every countably generated band is a projection band. This was done in 
[10]. We sketch the proof. Let B be the band generated by the sequence 
(f,,:n= 1,2 .... ) in E ÷. Write gl =f l  and denote by B 1 the band generated by 
gl =f l -  Now replacef  2 by the order projection g2 off2 on Bl a. Denote by B2 the 
band generated by g2 and replace f3 by the order projection g3 of f3 on 
(BiOB2) a, and so on. We thus obtain a disjoint sequence (g , :n=l ,2  .... ) 
generating the band B. Let B,, be the band generated by g,. For an arbitrary 
h eE  +, let h,, be the order projection of h on B,,. Then (h,,) is a disjoint order 
bounded sequence, so h '= sup,,h,, exists by hypothesis and h 'e  B (since h,, e B 
for all n). To show that B is a projection band, we prove that h-h'_t_ B. Since 
O<h-h'<<.h-h,, and h-h , ,  ±g,, for all n, we have h-h '±g,  for all n, i.e., 
h-h '±B.  
If. DtSJOINT SEQUENCES AND o-LATERAL COMPLETENESS 
In this second part we characterize a Riesz space property for C(X)-spaces 
in terms of disjoint sequences. The Riesz space E is said to be (a-) laterally 
complete if each (countable) disjoint subset of E + has a supremum. As 
mentioned before, it is proved in [1], Theorem 23.4, that a a-laterally complete 
space has the principal projection property. We shall present a characterization 
of  e-laterally complete Riesz spaces of type C(X), using the concept of a 
P-space. One of the many equivalent manners to define a P-space is to say that 
it is a completely regular topological space X such that, for each fe  C(X), the 
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set (x:f(x)=0) is open. For the following theorem we refer to the book [4], 4J 
and 14.29. 
THEOREM 12. For a completely regular space X the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) X is a P-space. 
(ii) For each f ~ C(X) there exists a function fo~ C(X) such that f=fo f  2. 
In ring theory property (ii) of  the above theorem is called "von  Neumann 
regular ity".  A related concept for Riesz spaces is defined in [6], definition 9.1 
(see also theorem 10.2(ii) of  [6]). 
THEOREM 13. Suppose X is completely regular. Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
(i) X is a P-space. 
(ii) CO() is a-laterally complete. 
(iii) C(X) is a-universally complete, i.e. CO() is a-Dedekind complete and 
a-laterally complete. 
PROOF. (i)=(ii) Assume X is a P-space. Let (u n:n = 1,2 ....  ) be a disjoint 
sequence in C(X) +. Define u(x)=sup (un(x):n= 1,2 . . . .  ). Let xo~X. For all 
ne ~q, u(x)=u,(x) for all xe(x:u,,(x):gO). Therefore, u is continuous at Xo if 
there exists neN with u,,(Xo)~O. I f  un(xo)=0 for all neN,  then 
As 
Xo e ~ (x: un(x) = 0). 
I /=1 
(x: u,(x) =0) 
n=l  
is a zero-set, it is an open set by assumption. Therefore,  u is continuous at x 0, 
if for all n ~ N, un(x o) = 0. Thus, u ~ C(X) and u = sup (u n : n = 1,2 .. . .  ) in CO(). 
( i i )=(i) Assume that C(X) is o-laterally complete and feC(X)  +. For 
n = 1,2 .. . .  let a n be a continuous function on ~ such that O<_an(t)<_(l/t) for 
all t~  +\{0},  an(t)=(1/t) on [1/(n+2),1/(n+l)] and a~( t )=0 outside 
[ l / (n+3) ,  l/n]. We also define the continuous function a0 on ~ such that 
O<_ao(t)<_(1/t) for all te~ + \ {0}, ao(t)=(1/t) for all t>_½ and ao(t)=O for 
all t_<~. For all n =0, 1,2 ....  we have anofAan+3of=O. Therefore,  each of the 
sets (ai+3n o f :  n = 0, 1,2 .. . .  ) (where i = 0, 1,2) is disjoint. By assumption each 
of  these sets has a supremum in C(X). Define for i=  0, l, 2, 
g i= sup (ai+3nof:n =0, 1,2 .. . .  ) and fo=goVgl Vg 2. 
It follows that f=f2 f  o. We remark that fo(x) = 0 if x¢  clo (x:f(x) > 0). For an 
arbitrary function fe  C(X) we can find, by the above, elements gl and g2 in 
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C(X) + such that  f+  = ( f  + )2gl and f -  = ( f - )2g  2 whi le gl (x) = 0 if  x ~ (x:f(x)  < O) 
and gz(x) = 0 i f  x ~ (x: f (x)  > 0). Def in ing  f0 = gl - g2, it fo l lows that  f=f2fo.  
(iii) ¢* (i) The  scheme in theorem 9 shows that C(X) has the pr inc ipal  pro-  
jec t ion  proper ty  if  it is a - latera l ly  complete .  The  same theorem shows that 
CO(), being un i fo rmly  complete ,  is a -Dedek ind  complete  if  it is a - latera l ly  
complete .  
Not  for  every P -space X we have that  C(X) is lateral ly  complete .  We give an 
example  o f  that  phenomenon here. Suppose  X is an uncountab le  set and a ~ X.  
Def ine  a set UCX to be open if  a¢  U or  a~ U and U c is at most  countab le .  
The  co l lect ion o f  open sets def ined in this way fo rms a topo logy  and X is a 
P -space  whi le C(X) is not  lateral ly complete .  
However ,  we have the fo l lowing theorem of  which  we omit  the proo f .  
THEOREM 14. Suppose X is a completely regular space and card X is non- 
measurable. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X is an extremally disconnected P-space. 
(ii) C(X) is laterally complete. 
(iii) X is discrete. 
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